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1

Introduction

In many Asian countries, there are no clear standards for product outlet connections and other means
of product identification for portable liquid cylinders (PLCs). Hence there is a high risk of the wrong
product(s) being introduced to the consumer’s supply system.
The hazards associated with connecting the wrong products to the consumer’s supply system include
loss of production, property damage and injury to personnel. There is thus a need to standardize the
product outlet connections for PLCs, to eliminate production filling errors and incorrect connection of
PLCs to the consumer’s supply systems.
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Scope

This document is applicable to all product outlet connections for PLCs containing liquefied nitrogen,
oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide used in industrial and medical applications.
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Definitions
Portable liquid cylinder (PLC) is a vacuum insulated cryogenic container used for the
storage of the liquefied gases identified in section 2, having a maximum allowable working
pressure of greater than 0.5 bar, and a capacity normally not exceeding 500 litres.

Pressure: In this document “bar” is the measure of gauge pressure unless otherwise noted (e.g. “bar,
abs” for absolute pressure and “bar, dif” for differential pressure).

Shall: The use of the word “shall” in this document implies a very strong concern or instruction.
Should: The use of the word “should” in this document indicates a recommendation.
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Connections to portable liquid cylinders

4.1

Guidelines for selection of connections
a) To eliminate the potential for incorrect product filling or withdrawal from PLCs, use
connections specific to each gas or to each type of gas (e.g. use the same connection for the
inert gases nitrogen and argon).
b) To prevent unsafe conditions arising from filling a container with an incorrect product and
potentially compromising product integrity, these guidelines should be followed:
•

Use of coupling adapters is strictly prohibited.

•

The liquid, gas and vent outlet connection should be:
o

a threaded or socket connection that is silver brazed, welded or attached by other
methods to the valve body in a manner that prevents removal or renders the
connection or valve body outlet unusable if removal was attempted or accomplished;
or

o

a permanent and integral part of the valve body; or

o

a threaded connection that has a device to deter removal of the fitting and provide
some indication if removal was attempted.
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4.2

Primary standard

The most commonly followed standard within the gas industry in Asia for product outlet connections
comes from the Compressed Gas Association (CGA). AIGA has adopted CGA as the primary
standard for connections for PLCs due to regional commonality and its compliance to 4.1. This
primary standard is the single connection standard recommended by AIGA for adoption by the
industry.
See Table 1 for a list of CGA connections and the appendix for drawings of the CGA connections.

Table 1- CGA Connections for PLCs
Product

Outlet connection

CGA connection number

Oxygen

Liquid
Gas Use
Vent

CGA 440
CGA 540
CGA 440

Nitrogen

Liquid
Gas Use
Vent

CGA 295
CGA 580
CGA 295

Argon

Liquid
Gas Use
Vent

CGA 295
CGA 580
CGA 295

Carbon
Dioxide

Liquid
Gas Use
Vent

CGA 320
CGA 320
CGA 622

Nitrous
Oxide

Liquid
Gas Use
Vent

CGA 326
CGA 326
CGA 624

4.3 Limited standards and transition period
Product outlet connections that are already in use at the date of this publication and that are in
compliance with the guidelines in 4.1 may be designated as limited standards (e.g. JIGA-TS/15/05), and as such are considered safe for continued service.
While it is recommended that the primary standard be adopted, national gas associations and/or
the regulatory authorities may at their discretion determine that limited standards are more
suitable in certain geographies or applications.
Other product outlet connections that do not fall into the limited standard category are also used
within the region and AIGA recognizes that a transition period will be required to adopt the
primary standard.
The length of the transition period is to be determined by each national gas association and/or the
regulatory authorities. It is strongly recommended that a shorter transition period be imposed to
adopt the primary standard, if the connections vary significantly from the guidelines in 4.1.
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Other safety precautions

5.1 Identification and labelling
Proper labelling of PLCs is also critical for product identification. All labelling should be clearly visible,
in the appropriate languages, and meet the guidelines in AIGA 017/05 ‘Labelling of Gas Containers
(including associated equipment)’.
Additional labelling required are:
•
•

Identification tags should be affixed to the gas, liquid and vent outlet connections to identify each
connection.
A warning label “DO NOT TAMPER WITH CONNECTIONS” should be visible on the container.

5.2 Handling and use
All personnel must be adequately trained prior to handling or connecting PLCs. Training should
include, but is not limited to, personal protective equipment requirements, product safety, operation of
equipment, and emergency procedures.
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Product supplier’s responsibility

Prior to filling and delivering PLCs, the product supplier must ensure that the containers are correctly
labelled and fitted with the appropriate connections.
Connections should be visually inspected prior to filling, to verify that there is no damage and that
they are suitable for the intended service.
The supplier should ensure that the correct mating connections are in use at the customer’s sites,
thus avoiding the use of adaptors.
The supplier should provide training and/or training materials as required.
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Implementation

National gas associations and product suppliers should adopt this standard in its entirety with full
compliance not later than December 2010.
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Appendix: CGA connection drawings

CONNECTION NO. 295
c
.750-16UNF-2A-RH-EXT (½" SAE Flare)

COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION, INC.

STANDARD CYLINDER VALVE OUTLET CONNECTION FOR
PRESSURES UP TO 500 psig (3450 kPa) FOR
Cryogenic Liquid Withdrawal, Filling, and Venting of
Argon
Nitrogen
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CONNECTION NO. 320
.825-14NGO-RH-EXT (Flat Nipple)

COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION, INC.

STANDARDc CYLINDER VALVE OUTLET CONNECTION FOR
PRESSURES UP TO 3000 psig (20 680 kPa) FOR
Carbon Dioxide (R744)
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CONNECTION NO. 326
.825-14NGO-RH-EXT (Small Round Nipple)

COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION, INC.

STANDARD CYLINDER VALVE OUTLET CONNECTION FOR
PRESSURES UP TO 3000 psig (20 680 kPa) FOR
Nitrous Oxide (R744a)
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CONNECTION NO. 440
.875-14UNF-2A-RH-EXT (5/8" SAE Flare)

COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION, INC.

c

STANDARD CYLINDER VALVE OUTLET CONNECTION FOR
PRESSURES UP TO 500 psig (3450 kPa) FOR
Cryogenic Liquid Withdrawal, Filling and Venting of
Air (R729)
Oxygen
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CONNECTION NO. 540
.903-14NGO-RH-EXT

COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION, INC.

STANDARD CYLINDER VALVE OUTLET CONNECTION FOR
PRESSURES UP TO 3000 psig (20 680 kPa) FOR
Oxygen
WARNING — Do not use this thread for any other gas or for any gas mixture.
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COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION, INC.

c

CONNECTION NO. 580
.965-14NGO-RH-INT

STANDARD CYLINDER VALVE OUTLET CONNECTION FOR
PRESSURES UP TO 3000 psig (20 680 kPa) FOR
Argon
Nitrogen
Helium
Tetrafluoromethane (R14)
Krypton
Xenon
Neon
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CONNECTION NO. 622
1.030-14NGO-RH-EXT

COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION, INC.

STANDARD CYLINDER VALVE OUTLET CONNECTION FOR
PRESSURES UP TO 500 psig (3450 kPa) FOR REFRIGERATED
LIQUID WITHDRAWAL FOR
Carbon Dioxide (R744)
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CONNECTION NO. 624
1.030-14NGO-RH-EXT

COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION, INC.

STANDARD CYLINDER VALVE OUTLET CONNECTION FOR
PRESSURES UP TO 500 psig (3450 kPa) FOR REFRIGERATED
LIQUID WITHDRAWAL FOR
Nitrous Oxide (R744a)
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